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The Schrödinger equation is 
a linear partial differential 

equation that describes the wave 
function or state function of a 
quantum-mechanical system



It is a key result in quantum mechanics, and its
discovery was a significant landmark in the
development of the subject. The equation is
named after Erwin Schrödinger, who postulated
the equation in 1925, and published it in 1926,
forming the basis for the work that resulted in
his Nobel Prize in Physics in 1933.



• The concept of a wave function is a
fundamental postulate of quantum mechanics;
the wave function defines the state of the system
at each spatial position, and time.

• Schrödinger's equation can be derived from the
fact that the time-evolution operator must
be unitary, and must therefore be generated by
the exponential of a self-adjoint operator, which
is the quantum Hamiltonian.



We use operators in quantum
mechanics because we see quantum effects
that exhibit linear superposition of states,
and operators are the right mathematical
objects for dealing with linear
superposition. The fundamental idea
of quantum mechanics is that the state of a
system can be the sum of two other possible
states.



Eigenvalues and Eigenfunctions. The
wavefunction for a given physical system
contains the measurable information about the
system. ... *"Eigenvalue" comes from the
German "Eigenwert" which means proper or
characteristic value. "Eigenfunction" is from
"Eigenfunktion" meaning "proper or
characteristic function".



The wave function Ψ is a mathematical
expression. It carries crucial information
about the electron it is associated with:
from the wave function we obtain the
electron's energy, angular momentum, and
orbital orientation in the shape of the
quantum numbers n, l, and ml.



Fundamental particles, such as electrons,
may be described as particles or waves. ...
The wave function's symbol is the Greek
letter psi, Ψ or ψ. The wave function Ψ is a
mathematical expression.



The Schrodinger equation is used to find the
allowed energy levels of quantum mechanical
systems (such as atoms, or transistors). The
associated wavefunction gives the probability
of finding the particle at a certain position. ...
The solution to this equation is a wave that
describes the quantum aspects of a system.



Postulates of QM:

• 1. Wave function

• 2. Operators

• 3. Expectation values

• 4.Eigen Value

• 5. Time development of a quantum system



The Postulates of Quantum Mechanics

1. Associated with any particle moving in a 
conservative field of force is a wave 
function which determines everything that 
can be known about the system. 

2.  The time evolution of the wavefunction is 
given by the time dependent Schrodinger 
equation.



A Hilbert space is an abstract 
vector space possessing the structure of an inner 

product that allows length and angle to be 
measured. Furthermore, Hilbert spaces 
are complete: there are enough limits in 

the space to allow the techniques of calculus to 
be used.



In quantum mechanics the state of a physical
system is represented by a vector in a Hilbert
space: a complex vector space with an inner
product. ◦ The term “Hilbert space” is often
reserved for an infinite-dimensional inner
product space having the property that it is
complete or closed.



In mathematics, a Hilbert space is an inner
product space that is complete with respect to
the norm defined by the inner product. Hilbert
spaces serve to clarify and generalize the
concept of Fourier expansion and certain linear
transformations such as the Fourier transform.



Bra–ket notation is a notation for linear algebra
and linear operators on complex vector spaces
together with their dual space both in the finite-
dimensional and infinite-dimensional case.

In quantum mechanics, Bra-ket notation is a
standard notation for describing quantum states,
composed of angle brackets and vertical bars. It
can also be used to denote abstract vectors and
linear functionals in mathematics.





• In mathematics, the term "vector" is used for
an element of any vector space. In physics,
however, the term "vector" is much more
specific: "vector" refers almost exclusively to
quantities like displacement or velocity, which
have components that relate directly to the
three dimensions of space, or relativistically,
to the four of space time. Such vectors are
typically denoted with over arrows















Equations of Motion:






